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A brave adventurer, studious nature lover or a quiet family man â€“ whatever your makeup is â€“ New
Zealand holds treasures that would cater to all elements of tourism spectrum.

Tour to New Zealand takes you a country which is unique in the sense that perhaps no other
country offers such a diverse and stunning natural setting. The variedness includes jagged
mountains, spectacular glaciers, steep fiords, pristine lakes, raging rivers, scenic beaches and
active volcanic features. New Zealand is home to one of richest flora zones of earth and due to its
prolonged geographic isolation, homes unique fauna.

New Zealand Trip takes you to a piece of land which extends over two tectonic plates and is resting
on Pacific Rim of Fire. This peculiarity has given rise to some spectacular geothermal areas and
volcanoes, some of which are still active. Lake Taupo may now look a depiction of peace and
tranquility. But, in fact it is a topless volcano and is considered to be formed because of one of the
largest and most destructive volcanic eruptions of the world. If you can go closely the lake holds
evidences of its eventful past. Rotoura is a place where one can witness this geo thermal activity
close up with spouting geysers, hot water pools, and bubbling mud pools.

An important attraction of New Zealand tourism is more than fifteen thousand kilometer long
coastline of New Zealand which has its own exclusive diversity. The west coast is untamed and
rugged, while east coast homes serene sandy beaches and harbors and is dotted with islands.

As New Zealand is situated on top of the crushing plates of the Pacific Rim of Fire, it has resulted in
a unique landscape and unparalleled variety of geographical terrains. In a few days you can witness
snow capped mountain ranges, sandy beaches, lush rainforests, glaciers and fiords and active
volcanoes. This characteristic leads to New Zealand tour packages having many opportunities in
outdoor activities and adventures like skiing, diving, hiking, kayaking, horse riding, sailing etc.

If you are averse to extreme adventure, you can opt for walking and cycling. There are many trials
readily available in the national parks which were formed with the aim of protecting the environment.
Cycles are available on rent for a few days trip with all your accommodation needs for the trip taken
care of.

New Zealand Honeymoon packages will awaken you from the narcissist stupor of me and my
sweetheart alone. They are a mixture of peace and tranquility, stunning vistas and views and
activities and adventures.

Due to its geographical isolation, New Zealand is home to some unique species of flora and fauna.
In the fourteen national parks of the region you can have the glimpse of many native birds like the
Tui, Kereru (Native wood pigeon), Piwakawaka (Fantail) and Kiwi. There are many opportunities to
playfully engage with Dolphins, Penguins and Seals.

Some of the more interesting destinations in New Zealand are Auckland, Coromandel, Hamilton,
Rotorua, Lake Taupo, Wellington, Waitaki, Dunedin, Christchurch, Lake Wanaka, Queenstown and
Central Otago.

Auckland extends from one side of the country to the other, from the Pacific Ocean to the Tasman
Sea. This entails that you are near to water wherever you are in Auckland. It is also a narrow
territory. It is known as City of sails because of the water related attractions.
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Zealand Honeymoon Packages. For more information visit our site a
http://www.newzealandtourpackages.org .
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